DISCovering Yourself & Your Role in the Team: Feedback from our Participants
“Thank you Gregg for the wonderful training. You definitely have a very effective and compelling
presentation, and I can tell you’re a pro, and know what you are talking about.”
“I went into this exercise quite skeptical of its value, but 35 min. into it, I realized we were receiving
some very valuable training in teamwork and more effective workplace collaboration. All in all I thought
this was a very worthwhile investment—and a great deal of fun as well. Hats off to Gregg Gregory for
doing an excellent job of presenting.”
“I found the moderator to be very engaging and interesting which made the whole day event a lot easier
to digest. “
“Gregg –thanks for leading an engaging training session. I was part of a Management Training Program

at other companies in the earlier part of my career and attended A LOT of training programs, and I
wanted to share that your cadence and timing out the material was great. ”
“Gregg had a lot of valuable knowledge and made me realize a great deal of new things. I have a

different way of thinking now and a different way to approach certain situations. I want to thank you for
the opportunity for me to be able to participate, and I hope we have Gregg back very soon!”
“The information was presented in a way that was very informative and entertaining. Gregg Gregory did
a great job of keeping it interesting and helping our diverse group of colleagues understand the different
types of personalities/behavioral types and how to identify them.”
Gregg, thank you for a job well done and with comment likes these, UBM TechWeb
is looking forward to working with you again.

Sincerely,

Beth Rivera
Senior Vice President, People & Culture
UBM TechWeb

